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  Vedic Pac Systems Pvt. Ltd., alongwith AZO GmbH & Co. KG of Germany, recently 

participated in the PLASTINDIA 2023 Exhibition, from 1st to 5th February, at Pragati 

Maidan, New Delhi.

PLASTINDIA, organized by PlastIndia Foundation & Messe Düsseldorf, is the largest 

show for the Indian and South Asian Plastics Industry.  

Most powders in the plastic industry have difficult flow properties.  AZO exhibited 

solutions for ingredient automation/powder handling by displaying the DA 360 screener 

& AZODOS. Many of our existing key accounts as well as potential users visited our 

stand.

The SOLLCOFORM®  from Sollich KG.,  is a premium system to form products with 

blends of cereals, nuts, wafer, biscuit pieces and a sugar binder (other binders also 

possible). Depending upon the recipe the products can subsequently be enrobed with 

chocolate/baked in an oven.

Additional features of the SOLLCOFORM® moulding machine are the specially 

developed feeding system and the unique shaping of the products. Equal feeding of all 

mould cavities results in uniform product quality across the belt width. Product 

demoulding is supported by an air pressure system making it possible to easily demould 

difficult and sticky masses from the moulding roller on to the conveyor belt.

The SOLLCOFORM® is able to mould smaller sizes with difficult product geometry. 

Dense masses like fondant mixtures, peanut and coconut masses can be demoulded 

from the moulding roller onto the conveyor belt.

 
Sollich recently supplied a SOLLCOFORM® TYPE SPF 1300 to a renowned MNC in 

Bharuch (Gujarat), for producing an innovative and unique product. Two product 

variants are 1. blend of real and juicy coconut inside 2. crunchy peanut paste with 

peanut pieces, both enrobed (coated) with chocolate. Engineers from Vedic Pac 

Systems successfully finished the installation and commissioning.

 

CHOCOTECH GmbH, along with their 

long-standing partner Vedic Pac Systems, 

recently installed and commissioned a 

pilot scale medicated lozenges candy 

plant at J B Chemicals & Pharma, one of 

the India’s leading pharma companies.

The German manufactured SUCROTWIST® is continuous cooker specially designed 

for medicated candies that need uniform mass of sugar/isomalt. The Chocotech 

SUCROTWIST® is a universal hygienic cooker of compact design with excellent heat 

exchange properties. The unit can handle a wide range of masses for long continuous 

production runs. The product stream through the cooker follows a spiral against the 

resistance of the vertical steam heated piping. This results into a high turbulent flow 

with an excellent heat transfer. The cooker is full CIP able with no dead areas for build 

up. The plant itself is built to handle sugar and sugar free (Isomalt) recipes!

The Chocotech SUCROMASTER® vacuum system is designed to produce hard 

candies featuring a vacuum extraction screw of the mass, CFA metering, Continuous 

dynamic mixer with a dry ingredient feeding port, and a lab Tempering Belt. On the 

tempering belt, the mass is uniformly and automatically distributed and afterwards 

folded and cooled in various zones at varying temperatures. The intended throughput 

determines the temperature control belt's length. Plant is also equipped with dosing 

units for the C/F/A, with very accurate diaphragm pumps with FIC.

The pilot plant also contains a batch roller, rope sizer, and a chain die-forming machine 

with a cooling tunnel from Euromec Srl.

To know more, contact us on chocotech@vedicsystems.com
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PLASTINDIA 2023

MEDICATED HARD CANDY PILOT PLANT

4 May ~ 10 May
(Thursday ~ Wednesday)

Messe Düsseldorf, 
Düsseldorf, Germany.

Some memories from the show are as below: 

To know more, visit our website www.vedicsystems.com / write to us at

 poly@vedicsystems.com / azo@vedicsystems.com.

To know more, contact us on sollich@vedicsystems.com

SOLLICH SOLLCOFORM TYPE SPF 1300 insta l lat ion


